
trodden of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled. Just

how long s that's to be I don't know until the times of the Gentièes be
with

fulfilled, but certainly/all the Roman Bapr4e Empire behind them they failed

to enable the Jews to rebuild the temple, and then of course , about three

centuries after that the Mohammedans came and conquered Jerusalem, and the

Mohnddans took the place t where the ancient temple * was and on that

foundation, they built the beautiful Mosque of Omaii. They said that the
revenue

whole of the k/aber of Egypt for eighty years went into building that

Mosque. I was in Jerusal.m in 1929 and was impressed by the crowsded city
in

where all of these houses crowsded around, and/that large open, flat space

in the I city the finest thing in the city w4e with a big wall around it

with the big mosque of Omar and the mosque of are there and much

empty space behind them, the remains of the area where the temple of Solomon

was . And you go over to the edge of that and you look down " And down below

you see where the foundations stones of the Temple of Solomon, and there beside

them you see the bearded Jews at the wailing wall, the remains of the temple

of Solomon, weeping over the departed glofy of Jerusalem. Today, w the

Jews can't even get to the wailing walls to weep there; today it is in the

hands of the Moslems that are about two blocks away from it , the no man's

land, i one block ofterritory which has been z ravaged with the fighting of

since 1948 and barbed wire this side and barbed wiret that side " And you

walk between, and nobody from either side can cross them without being in

danger of death from being ma shot from both sides. TheI*z Jews cannot _____

even get to the wailing wall today, the border of the area of the temple of

Solomon. And so this is the prediction that Jerusalem shall be trodden down

of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled. Has been fulfilled
even

up to the present time, ±s/, g though the power of the Roman Empire was used

by one who wanted to prove Christianity false in the attempt to make it untrue.
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